Past Success Stories
We Love Our Clients, And It Shows! See For Yourself…
“I was skeptical this would be just another
repetitive "Covey Corporate Training" with
only one or two takeaways. Well I’m happy
to say this was much more and was one of
the most refreshing and best 4 hours
spent during our 4 day meetings in
Miami. To be honest, this would have been
only better if we had more time. I have many
take aways and Den more than delivered. I
would recommend Den to any organization
and look forward to working with him on
future events.”
– Thomas A.
Boston Consulting Group

“Thanks a million... I would like to say what
a fantastic event we had, most people
voted it their best event to date!!! Our
facilitator Den Bradshaw is very easy to
work with and adapted our event to our
liking even at the last minute. I will certainly
be recommending your group to my peers.
Again thanks to Den and the team for a
superb job.”
– Suzanne R.
Microsoft
“Den Bradshaw and team did a fabulous job
hosting our Dining in the Dark team dinner.
Den is high energy and a perfect host to our
group. Folks are still raving about this
dinner! It was a truly unique experience
which is really hard to find when you've
done so many team building events.”
– Kristen F.
Accenture
“Thanks for all of your help with our team
building event. I did a survey with my team
and they loved the event and would
totally recommend it to another team. :-)”
– Shawnte P.
Google

Den, the team had a FABULOUS time and
felt like they got out of it what we had hoped
for. You and your team did a really nice job
and we are grateful for all of your hard
work… And thanks as well for all your
assistance on the prep work! I really
appreciate it! Great working with you!
– Melissa K. E.
Coca-Cola
“Thank You! Yesterday we had a blast. The
boat building regatta was awesome. We got
a lot of positive feedback from our
colleagues. Den did a very good job
maintaining the spirit of the participants and
was very professional. He gave the best
intro and closing speech, and managed to
keep us on time. It was really the right
decision to let the professional run our
team building event! I’m glad we did it.”
– Yuki A.
ExxonMobil
“We had a great day on our event with Den!
Everything was perfectly organized, and
Den is a great person to work with. The
group enjoyed the event and learned a lot
from it. Thanks for your support and
coordination! Kind regards”
– Saskia C.
Philips Healthcare
“We had great time, and I received excellent
feedback. Our event with you was a unique
way to close our retreat, and I want to thank
you for the quality of your session with us.”
– Pierre-Emmanuel T.
SAP
“Excellent job! Den is a great facilitator and
he really knows just how to motivate our
management group.”
– Christian V.
APL Maritime
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“Den is a terrific facilitator. He took a group
that was tired and reenergized them. He’s
awesome and I only have great things to
say about him and his team. Please use me
as a reference, and I will be sure to pass
your name on for future projects.”
– Elizabeth A M.
Merck Serono
“This was one of the few team building
events I have been involved in. Everyone
was engaged, and this was a challenge
as we had a very diverse global group. I
did not hear even one complaint about the
event. The facilitator was quick to get
everyone’s attention and made the process
fun. The facilitator was very engaging and
made sure that everyone was involved and
enjoying themselves.”
– Lisa A.
G.E. Healthcare
“The events were sensational. Den, our
facilitator and his assistants did a wonderful
job executing the experience with folks who
began as skeptical. He systematically
changed the tone of the room, one activity
at a time.
This was money well spent. I recommend
you 100%.”
– Chuck F.
Society of Jesuits
“Know that you made an impact here with
the information that you shared. The
participants enjoyed the event and
learned a great deal about themselves at
the same time. The overall feedback from
the day has been very positive, including the
content, the activities, and your delivery…
The entire process from start to finish was
handled in a professional manner. I really
appreciate your guidance in planning the
day. Thanks for everything! I’d say it was
a huge success!!”
– Leslie C.
Kiddie Academy

“I just wanted to say “Thank You” for an
excellent event, which really set an exciting
and fun-filled tone for the rest of the
meetings! Den and his team did a fantastic
job of rallying everyone from executives to
field sales to engineers and finance folks
from around the globe into a dynamic,
intense and extremely memorable teambuilding event!
ITT Cannon is under-going a huge turnaround and creating positive momentum
with such a great team-building activity
is a big part of setting the tone for the
exciting year ahead.
I appreciate all of your flexibility and
adaptability to all of my ‘crazy’ requests and
would be more than happy to be a reference
for potential clients!”
- Laura J. H.
ITT Cannon
“Den and team did a fabulous job hosting
our Dining in the Dark team dinner. Den is
high energy and a perfect host to our group.
Folks are still raving about this event!”
– Stacey L.
Accenture
“Den altered the event for us, and the event
we ended up with was exciting, engaging
and very worthwhile. Den put in a lot of effort
to make the event as exciting as it could be
given the background of supervisors (all
mechanically inclined). The ending result
was a great team building event that left
everybody in a positive mindset.”
– Jonathan J.
QEP Resources
“Thanks again for your help last week. The
event was well received by our CEO and
the comments I heard the following day
were all very good.”
– Jill H.
BMO Harris Bank
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“The event was a complete success! I have
never seen a team so engaged – they
truly had a great time. They built on
relationships and trust and had fun doing
it! All the feedback has been positive. Den
did an outstanding job – he is really great at
what he does. In addition to that, I really
liked the (two staff) that came to assist him
– they were personable, a lot of help, and
fun to be around, too. Many thanks to you
and your staff in helping me coordinate our
Team Building Event here in Newport
News.”
– Barbara H.
Newport News Shipbuilding
“I just wanted to take a moment to express
my gratitude to you. Planning a week-long
conference for 300 people can become
pretty stressful. Starting off that week with
an event I had never done before, a
company I had never worked with before,
and having to move everything to an indoor
location at the last minute all added a little
bit of extra stress.
When the morning came, Den took control
and began the activity. From the moment
Den began, it was obvious he knew what
he was doing and knew how to deal with
crowds of that size. He didn’t miss a beat
no matter what was thrown his way, and
operated throughout the whole day with
confidence, patience and class.
From my perspective, the whole group
seemed
to
thoroughly
enjoy
the
competition, activeness
and overall
landscape of the event. Watching it all
unfold slowly eased any tensions I had
developed up until that moment, and I
was able to enjoy the afternoon as well
without the added stress.
I would like to offer a big “thank you” to Den
and his staff. The day truly went far better
than I could have imagined!”
– Abby B.
Life Care Centers of America

“Thank you for pushing through to provide a
terrific program for our blu eCigs leadership
team. I appreciate your contribution to
our organizational growth. You set the
right tone and laid good foundation for the
meetings that followed on the next day.”
– Flemming J.
Lorillard Tobacco Company
"Everyone loved our event with
you! Excellent attitude and motivation from
your people… Your team was helpful,
motivating, and made it fun for everyone.
The event was fun, memorable, and
spirited. This provided good teamwork for
our group, and was just a great experience
all around. Thank you!!"
– Mark K.
Domino Amjet
“Our team is super excited about what
we were able to accomplish with your
support. You are a fantastic facilitator!!
Please don’t hesitate to share my contact
information to provide a reference for you
and your team. Your service is
outstanding!!!”
– Sabrena E., Sr. Budget Coordinator
Norfolk Public Schools
“Fabulous! Thank you so much for your time
and efforts today. The day was wonderful.
The
guys
really
really
enjoyed
themselves. You got some real creativity
going and we had a blast… Each of the guys
expressed the value of the experience to me
and the group the next day as we went
around and expressed our take-away.
Again, for your talent, humor, patience &
competence - thank you.”
– Chuck F.
Society of Jesuits
“The event was very well received and
people are still talking about it. Great job,
I look forward to working with you again.”
– Brian H. W., COO
Apollo International
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“The event went very well! My team here
had a great time and it was very memorable.
Many thanks for your help and for putting on
a great event for us!”
– Evonne T.
Cameron International

“Our teambuilding with you was a fantastic
exercise. The team had fun with it.
We achieved our AIM and goals, for
sure. The photos are great as well. Thanks
and best!”
– Sandie M.
Heineken USA

“Den came in and helped us with
teambuilding activities, and did an amazing
job. At first everyone was a little hesitant, as
I think can be expected... But he made
everybody feel very comfortable, and we
got exactly what we wanted out of this
event, which is; we wanted to have fun, we
wanted it to be memorable, but we also
wanted to learn about team building.
Absolutely 100% we accomplished that!
So it was a great time, and I highly
recommend you using their services.”
– Kris L.
Brentwood Industries

“I can’t thank you enough for the wonderful
program and for sending us Den as the
facilitator. Everything was very well
thought out, planned and executed. Den
was wonderful, the program was wonderful
and all enjoyed!!!”
– Bonnie K., Elsevier

“We learned a lot about our team and had
a terrific time during the process! Thanks
for everything!”
– Marianne S., Shire Pharma

“People are still talking about the event
and how much fun they all had, it was
absolutely a hit! Thanks for all your hard
work, I appreciate it! We will definitely look
to use you again in the future!”
– Samantha B., CEO
Cashland Holdings

“I can't thank you enough, Den. You went
above and beyond for our company. You
were truly a pleasure to work with and I
cannot effectively articulate how much I
appreciate all your efforts, especially
considering the bind I was in!”
– Marie V., Experian

“Thanks for making our team building event
a huge success! It was well done and
everyone enjoyed themselves. Also, a
huge thank you from me and the staff at
Woodcliff for the great job you folks did in
picking up at the end.
You make this project so easy – I really
appreciate
your
enthusiasm
and
professionalism. We’ll certainly keep you
in mind when the planning begins for next
year’s conference. Thanks again for a job
well done!!”
– Debbie P., Superior Plus Energy

“Thanks again for running a great event, it
was a great success. Everyone had a
great time and it was so rewarding to be
able to give the food to Rosie’s Place.”
– Yolanda L., Hines

“Den, thank you again for putting together
such an amazing team building event we’ve
gotten nothing but rave reviews about it!”
–Taylor B., Edwards Lifesciences
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“We had Den Bradshaw in to do a training
with our division this summer. This event
was a company-wide hit! It was so much
fun. Teams were laughing, talking,
strategizing and generally having a great
deal of fun.
Our competitive group passionately fought
to beat each other and cheered loudly for
those brave enough to actually get in the
water. As I looked around the room during
the activity every single employee was
engaged in some way - some were building
boats, some were creating marketing
material and some were negotiating for
better prices of materials, but everyone was
doing something! It was really amazing to
see every single person working hard on
their team.

“Everyone is still raving about the day! I
can't thank you enough for such a fun
and unique experience. I've already
spoken to our HR department and let them
know that we highly recommend you.
Executing an appealing and memorable
team building activity for a group of type A
personalities is always a challenge. Wanting
to alleviate some of the pressure, we
outsourced the planning and hoped for the
best. I'm thrilled to say that this choice was
fruitful. Right from my initial call, I was
assured that your methods went beyond
cookie cutter options and that you would
cater to my group's needs for our nationwide
offsite.

Best of all this event received our
highest evaluations of the entire 4 day
meeting. I would highly recommend you to
any group looking for a good time in
team building.”

The level of responsiveness and
profess-sionalism really set you apart
from your competitors. Den did a great job
engaging the group and really brought us to
life. His enthusiasm and charm really
resonated with the team and awoke our
competitive spirits. Our offsite’s purpose
was to create a sense of unity between all
our offices and our goal was achieved, if not
surpassed. I would highly recommend
you to anyone seeking an exciting and
unique way to build team cohesion and
have a good time doing it.”

– Tammi R., Vice President
Kaplan Bar Review

– Asmait H.
Citizen

Den did an excellent job keeping our loud
group engaged and moving forward. The
event was serious and light all at the same
time and put folks together in teams that
wouldn’t generally work together.

Thanks For Considering Us!
We look forward to working with you and your team, and providing you with excellent service!
Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us anytime, and we will work with you to put together the
perfect developmental training, team building, or customized event for your unique group.
You can reach our Event Solutions Experts or even speak directly with our founder and Lead Facilitator
by simply calling 800‐908‐8638 or 310‐400‐0336. You can also email us at Sales@TeamTuneUp.com
Thanks! We look forward to adding you to
our growing family of happy clients!
Den Bradshaw, Founder
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